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SPA POOL DIRECTIONS

SPA POOL MAINTENANCE

The World’s Most 
Effective Cleaner 

for Jacuzzi 
Spa Baths

Regular cleaning (weekly) and scouring of the spa 
pool, pipes and pump with SPA.GIENE is required 
to eliminate accumulated body fats and organic 
waste.

Regular cleaning or backwashing of the spa filter to 
eliminate buildup and prevent clogging of the 
element pores pores.

Regular dosage with your bactericide, correct 
water balance and the weekly application of 
SPA.GIENE to clarify and sanitise the recirculated 
water by effectively killing bacteria and algae. This 
will result in clear spa water.

Compatible with all other Spa 
Bactericides i.e.; Chlorine/
Bromine/Salt Chlorinators.

IT’S THAT SIMPLE!
To be used on a regular basis - once a week or 
whenspa is emptied.  

1. SPA or HOT TUB to be filled to normal level of use  
- Cold (use existing water).

2. Remove filter cartridge (sand r-switch to  recirculate).

3. Turn on Filter Pump and add SPA.GIENE at the rate 
of 100ml for every 1000 Litres of water.

4. Run for a minimum 4 hours. Foaming will occur but 
will dissipate. You will see areas of brown (body fat). 
On completion any surplus foam can  be scooped o 
and wipe the sides of the spa (surface scum) with a 
clean damp cloth. 

5 Replace with a cleaned or new Cartridge Filter or  
Backwash Sand Filter. The spa can now be used.

The ingredients of SPA.GIENEare not  as Hazardous 
according to criteria of Worksafe Australia

Washing Machines

SPA.GIENE is ideal to flush 
clean the residue that builds up 
in your Washing Machine. 

Dishwashers

'Flush-Clean' and sanitise your 
dishwasher with SPA.GIENE   

•  Removes Residue  

•  Cleans door seals and hinges  

•  DEODORISES 

World Wide Distribution:
Asia    New Zealand    USA
Please contact: Customer Service on 
+61 3 9729 3946 or 1800 616 930
visit our website  for a distributor nearest you.

SPA.GIENE can be obtained from the following 
outlets:

HY.GIENE AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
Incorporating HY.GIENE & SPA.GIENE 
Products PO Box 910, Bayswater, Victoria,  
3153 AUSTRALIA 
ABN : 34 271 614 027
PH: +61 3 9729 3946 
Fax: +61 3 9729 3942
Email: sales@hygieneaustralia.com.au
Website: www.hygieneaustralia.com.au



• All Bathroom Surfaces

• Shower Recess

• Shower Screen

• Basin

• Telephone Handset

Directions:

WASHING MACHINES

DISHWASHERS
Recommended to flush on a 
weekly basis.

How to use SPA.GIENE training video is available from 
our website and YouTube

CLEANING HINGES AND DOOR SEALSSPA BATHS
WHIRLPOOL BATHS

GENERAL CLEANING

• Light Switches

• Kitchen bench tops

• Microwave

• All washable surfaces

SPA.GIENE is recognised worldwide as the market leading 
spa bath/whirlpool Jaccuzi bath cleaner, degreaser and 
disinfectant.

Formulated as a wide spectrum antimicrobial product, 
designed to effectively and hygienically clean the entire 
surface and pump system of spa baths, hydrotherapy spa 
baths, auto dishwashers and washing machines, by break-
ing down and dislodging body fats, hair, foreign organic 
matter and biological waste from the pump system.

Friendly to the Environment, SPA.GIENE is bio-degradable 
and is the only spa cleaner which quickly and easily 
‘flush-cleans’ spa baths and spa pools in hotels, motels, 
resorts, Day Spas, hospitals or gyms and ensures the 
removal of unwanted bacterial growth. SPA.GIENE also 
gently polishes acrylic surfaces without tarnishing gold or 
chrome jets.

Value for money is a number one priority with SPA.GIENE 
which was developed with premium grade raw materials and 
‘antibacterial properties’ to provide customers with the best 
possible value for every dollar spent on the product.
It also polishes the acrylic surface and unlike other cleaners,
SPA.GIENE will not tarnish gold or chrome plated jets.
It is a chlorine-free, non-toxic, non-dangerous and 
biodegradable.

1. Fill bath with cold water above the jets.

2. Measure 50ml of SPA.GIENE as directed.

3. Turn on all jets and air bubbles and add SPA.GIENE to 
the water.

4. Run for 5 minutes. (If you have an exhaust fan, turn it on 
during this time). Foaming will occur. You will see areas of 
brown on the foam (Body fats and hair will show inside or on 
top of the foam).

5. Turn off pump/air and drain the bath.

6. Whilst draining the bath, with a pair of gloves on, wipe the 
excess scum from surface of bath with a  damp cloth and 
rinse with tap running.

7. Wipe surface of bath dry with a separate clean & dry 
cloth.N.B. For baths that are more than two years old and 
being treated for the first time, it is recommended to flush 
clean 3-4 times in warm to hot water to eliminate the existing 
build up of body fat, hair and foreign matter.

1. Empty dishwasher.

2. Dislodge and scrub any food/ fat 
build up inside the dishwasher.

3. Fill with water and measure 50ml of   
SPA.GIENE.

4. Drain and refill with fresh water.

5. Run one short wash cycle.

6. Drain water.

SPA.GIENE can also be used from the bottle on a damp 
sponge to clean the rubber door seals and hinges before the 
cleaning process above.  The use of gloves is recommended.

Hygenic Flush For Top Loader and 
Front Loader Washing Machines.

1.  Fill washing machine with warm 
water.

2.  Add 50ml SPA.GIENE.

3.  Run short wash cycle.   
On commencement of water    
filling, add 50ml of SPA.GIENE.

For General Household Cleaning

Dilute SPA.GIENE from 1:4 with 
water (as directed on the bottle)
SPA.GIENE Multi-Purpose Cleaner 
is a concentrated product suitable 
for a variety of applications.

Add the suggested 
measure to the multipurpose 
bottle and fill with water.

Simply spray / squirt surface 
area. Wipe clean, then rinse 
off. For stubborn stains, spray 
and leave on for a few 
minutes, then rinse off.


